Linkage disequilibrium (LD) provides information about positional cloning, linkage, and evolution that cannot be inferred from other evidence, even when a correct sequence and a linkage map based on more than a handful of families become available. We present theory to construct an LD map for which distances are additive and population-specific maps are expected to be approximately proportional. For this purpose, there is only a modest difference in relative efficiency of haplotypes and diplotypes: resolving the latter into 2-locus haplotypes has significant cost or error and increases information by about 50%. LD maps for a cold spot in 19p13.3 and a more typical region in 3q21 are optimized by interval estimates. For a random sample and trustworthy map the value of LD at large distance can be predicted reliably from information over a small distance and does not depend on the evolutionary variance unless the sample size approaches the population size. Values of the association probability that can be distinguished from the value at large distance are determined not by population size but by time since a critical bottleneck. In these examples, omission of markers with significant HardyWeinberg disequilibrium does not improve the map, and widely discrepant draft sequences have similar estimates of the genetic parameters. The LD cold spot in 19p13.3 gives an unusually high estimate of time, supporting an argument that this relationship is general. As predicted for a region with ancient haplotypes or uniformly high recombination, there is no clear evidence of LD clustering. On the contrary, the 3q21 region is resolved into alternating blocks of stable and decreasing LD, as expected from crossover clustering. Construction of a genomewide LD map requires data not yet available, which may be complemented but not replaced by a catalog of haplotypes. P ositional cloning of genes for disease susceptibility depends on linkage and ''allelic association'' (also called ''linkage disequilibrium'' or LD). A cold spot for LD is an interval in which LD declines rapidly with distance: neither linkage nor LD is proportional to the sequence-based map. To the extent that LD mirrors recombination it can extend the low resolution of linkage: a cold spot for LD is a hot spot for recombination and vice versa. However, this correspondence is disturbed by other factors that cannot be reliably predicted. To the extent that these phenomena are important, both the physical and linkage maps are unreliable guides to LD. We need an LD map to facilitate positional cloning, extend the resolution of the linkage map, compare populations, infer their paleodemography, and detect selective sweeps and other events of evolutionary interest. LD mapping is at the stage of linkage maps nearly a century ago, with the same promise.
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) provides information about positional cloning, linkage, and evolution that cannot be inferred from other evidence, even when a correct sequence and a linkage map based on more than a handful of families become available. We present theory to construct an LD map for which distances are additive and population-specific maps are expected to be approximately proportional. For this purpose, there is only a modest difference in relative efficiency of haplotypes and diplotypes: resolving the latter into 2-locus haplotypes has significant cost or error and increases information by about 50%. LD maps for a cold spot in 19p13.3 and a more typical region in 3q21 are optimized by interval estimates. For a random sample and trustworthy map the value of LD at large distance can be predicted reliably from information over a small distance and does not depend on the evolutionary variance unless the sample size approaches the population size. Values of the association probability that can be distinguished from the value at large distance are determined not by population size but by time since a critical bottleneck. In these examples, omission of markers with significant HardyWeinberg disequilibrium does not improve the map, and widely discrepant draft sequences have similar estimates of the genetic parameters. The LD cold spot in 19p13.3 gives an unusually high estimate of time, supporting an argument that this relationship is general. As predicted for a region with ancient haplotypes or uniformly high recombination, there is no clear evidence of LD clustering. On the contrary, the 3q21 region is resolved into alternating blocks of stable and decreasing LD, as expected from crossover clustering. Construction of a genomewide LD map requires data not yet available, which may be complemented but not replaced by a catalog of haplotypes. P ositional cloning of genes for disease susceptibility depends on linkage and ''allelic association'' (also called ''linkage disequilibrium'' or LD). A cold spot for LD is an interval in which LD declines rapidly with distance: neither linkage nor LD is proportional to the sequence-based map. To the extent that LD mirrors recombination it can extend the low resolution of linkage: a cold spot for LD is a hot spot for recombination and vice versa. However, this correspondence is disturbed by other factors that cannot be reliably predicted. To the extent that these phenomena are important, both the physical and linkage maps are unreliable guides to LD. We need an LD map to facilitate positional cloning, extend the resolution of the linkage map, compare populations, infer their paleodemography, and detect selective sweeps and other events of evolutionary interest. LD mapping is at the stage of linkage maps nearly a century ago, with the same promise.
The definitive property of a chromosome map, whether physical or genetic, is that its distances are additive. With this constraint, we require a standard LD map to which populationspecific maps are approximately proportional. Here we develop LD mapping, examine the relative efficiency of haplotypes and diplotypes, and optimize LD maps for a cold spot in 19p13.3 and a more typical interval in 3q21.
LD Mapping Theory
A map interval is completely specified by a pair of DNA sites, which we shall call ''markers.'' Theory to estimate the covariance D for a random sample of haplotypes or disomic genotypes (diplotypes) may be extended to the association probability ϭ D͞Q(1 Ϫ R), where Q is the frequency of the rarest and therefore putatively youngest allele, R is the frequency of the associated marker allele, and D is the absolute value of the difference between a haplotype frequency and its equilibrium value as the product of allele frequencies (1, 2) . The optimality of and its basis in evolutionary theory derives from its uniqueness as a probability conditional on R and Q, giving the frequency of the rarest haplotype as
Under the alternative hypothesis the information from haplotypes is a closed form in D (3), but the information from diplotypes must be evaluated by inversion of the 3 ϫ 3 information matrix for Q, R, and D (4). To validate our analysis we randomly paired X chromosomes from males with replacement to create diplotypes and fitted the Malecot model: the estimates from haplotypes and diplotypes were virtually identical. Diplotype analysis has been incorporated into the ALLASS program together with the LD mapping procedure used here (http:͞͞cedar.genetics.soton.ac.uk͞ publichtml͞).
There are three sources of variation in K : the gene frequencies Q and R, the association , and the inference of haplotype (4) . These factors are summarized in Table 1 , where K is conditional on , and efficiency E is defined as the ratio of K for haplotypes and diplotypes. K increases with gene frequency when Q ϭ R but decreases as R increases for given Q. There are only 2 haplotypes and therefore 3 diplotypes when Q ϭ R, ϭ 1, and only 3 haplotypes with 6 diplotypes when ϭ 1 but Q Ͻ R. This explains why K increases so steeply near the lower right-hand corner of Table 1 . All other cases have 4 haplotypes and 10 diplotypes, 2 of which are double heterozygotes differing in phase. Diplotypes and haplotypes contribute the same information when ϭ 0, but haplotype efficiency is half as great when ϭ 1 and the haplotypes of the double heterozygote are certain. In the intervening range the efficiency of a haplotype can slightly exceed a diplotype when Q is moderate and R is large, but then the information is small. In the most favorable case, haplotyping doubles the amount of information, but typically E is roughly 0.75 and thus the gain is about 50%, which must be balanced against the added expense of determining haplotypes by family studies or somatic cell hybrids (5) . An earlier comparison of haplotypes and diplotypes used operating charac-teristics for a very different metric than , with no probabilistic interpretation (6), but the conclusions were similar.
LD can be mapped efficiently in diplotype samples. Rare genes of major effect are assigned to haplotypes by family study. Oligogenes by definition have effects so small that they cannot be confidently attributed to an individual, let alone to one or the other or both haplotypes. This uncertainty greatly diminishes the value of haplotyping normal and affected unless the oligogene is unambiguously defined by DNA typing rather than by its phenotypic effect. Therefore, exceptional effort to haplotype valuable samples is seldom justified. The most favorable condition for haplotyping is when an oligogene is predicted to be present on a particular haplotype that has not been verified by family study: selection of a donor for tissue transplantation is a practical example. When expression in cell culture is relevant to a disease, aneuploid cell lines provide information about candidate gene dosage, and monosomic haplotypes are informative for allelic association.
Whether pairwise association is inferred from haplotypes or diplotypes, the Malecot prediction of association is ϭ (1 Ϫ L)Me Ϫd ϩ L, where the asymptote L is the bias at large distance, M is the proportion of the youngest haplotype that is monophyletic, and is the exponential decline of with physical distance d (1) . A natural measure of LD is d ϭ t, where is a small frequency of recombination, and t is the number of generations since the population frequency of the rarest two-marker haplotype was minimal (3). In general t exceeds 100 generations, and therefore e Ϫt is negligible unless is so small that t is proportional to the genetic distance in centimorgans (cM). Because d is not biased in favor of the linkage map and is much more accurately known than t, it is a more useful metric for LD. To compare the LD map with genetic and physical maps we fit the Malecot model with distance expressed in cM or kb and calculate the residual variances (1, 2) .
Over small distances the L parameter is poorly determined when is estimated simultaneously, and thus has a large SE. It is therefore useful to have an independent estimate of L, which is the mean value of as e Ϫd ϭ e Ϫt approaches zero. This condition is clearly satisfied for unlinked genes ( ϭ 1͞2, t Ͼ10). Recall that e 
where L E is the contribution of past generations and L S is the bias because of sample size. We assume that L E ϭ 1͞(1 ϩ 2N e ) for ϭ 1͞2 (3) , where N e is the recent effective size. Therefore, L E is far too small to be measurable except in an extreme isolate, where it would not approach significance. On the contrary, L S may be large. For simplicity, assume a random sample, a trustworthy map, and an estimate of that is the average of the absolute deviations in a normal distribution with mean 0 and information K for a particular pair of alleles. If K were constant, L S would be ͱ2͞K (1) . If K varies randomly with respect to distance, L S ϭ Kͱ2͞K͞ K ϭ ͱ2͚͞ͱK͞ K, where the summation is over all pairs of alleles. Because 1͞K is the variance in drawing a single sample, L S includes no evolutionary variance. These results may be extended from ϭ 1͞2 to much smaller values, because the mean value of is effectively L at distances much greater than the swept radius, which is 1͞ kb or 100͞t cM. Table 2 shows the adequacy of our simple model for L, neglecting L E . We may be confident that the asymptote for LD cannot support a bottleneck 40,000 years ago, as recently proposed (12) . L is a nuisance parameter of no evolutionary interest, a source of error for positional cloning, and should be minimized by taking large samples.
Given n markers on the LD map, let the length of the ith interval be i d i LD units (LDU), where i estimates the Malecot parameter, and d i is the length of the interval on the physical map in kb. A region has ⌺ i d i LDU and ⌺d i kb, with their ratio as a rough estimate of regional . Here we consider two estimates of i : the estimate when all pairs that include flanking markers i and i ϩ 1 are considered simultaneously, with the adjacent pair entered only once; and the estimate when all pairs that include the interval between markers i and i ϩ 1 are efficiently weighted and pooled. The logic of LD mapping may be inverted to compare physical or genetic maps that differ in assumptions about interference, error rate, sequence length, order, or mapping algorithm; however constructed, a map is optimal if its distances consistently maximize the fit of the Malecot model.
No significant variation in linkage has been detected among human populations. On the contrary, LD varies with population history. A standard map can be created by scaling each partial map by T͞t j , where t j is the mean duration estimated for population j and T is the value in a representative population. If z is the ratio of physical distance in kb to the genetic distance in cM over an interval that includes the partial map and has the same value of , then t ϭ 100z (1). Although LD mapping is too young to solve all of the problems associated with estimation of T, rapid progress may be anticipated as the draft sequence is improved and larger intervals are densely mapped.
Materials and Methods
The data consist of 22 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) mapped to a small interval on 19p13.3 (10) and 28 SNPs similarly mapped to 3q21 (11) , typed in unrelated individuals of Caucasian ancestry. Maps in these references are termed local. Before diplotype analysis the samples were subjected to Hardy- Table 1 . Information K for allelic association in N ‫؍‬ 10,000 haplotypes, and efficiency E relative to N diplotypes Weinberg quality control (13) and three significant deviations were identified. The Malecot model was fitted with and without these SNPs, with the error variance estimated by V ϭ Ϫ2ln lk͞(q Ϫ m), where q is the number of SNP pairs, m is the number of parameters estimated, and ln lk ϭ Ϫ⌺K ( Ϫ ) 2 ͞2 is the logarithm of the composite likelihood. A subhypothesis specifying r of these m parameters is tested by r 2 ϭ ⌬͞V, where ⌬ is the difference in Ϫ2 ln lk, and the SE of is taken as ϭ ͱK Ϫ1 V. Estimates of V are inflated by the evolutionary variance, which is unpredictably greater for large estimates of . V is a valid basis for comparison of two analyses of the same data with the same estimates of K and . Comparisons with different estimates of K and are made with .
Because both chromosomes are currently without finished sequences, we performed these analyses for all relevant databases. In this way, the robustness of our LD maps was tested. The flanking method to estimate i depends on a local fit to the Malecot model. It is appropriate if some intervals are large relative to the swept radius, but may smooth the LD map too much. The interval method, which is formally the same as for locus-oriented linkage analysis (14) , should give detail at the high resolution of a haplotype catalog (15) . Let S hk ϭ ⌺ j d j for all disjoint intervals with j between SNPs h and k 
, where
This gives a tolerably good estimate of i unless the information K i is small (say Ͻ100), in which case the corresponding flanking estimate or mean adjacent value of i is preferable. The latter is easier to implement and is taken as the default because there is little difference in the few examples here.
The number m of parameters estimated is typically n for n Ϫ 1 intervals and M, whether only i or i and M i are estimated. The interval method does not allow M i to be estimated, although the value from the flanking method could be used if regions with high and low estimates of M i are interspersed. When the number of SNPs is small, the correlation between i and d i is expected to vary symmetrically around 0, making ⌺ i d i unequal to ⌺d i , where is the regional value. To correct for this, interpolation of small LD maps into a standard map should scale LDU by ⌺d i ͞⌺ i d i . We omit this refinement pending a standard LD map based on dense markers and a trustworthy sequence.
The two methods to estimate i were applied to maps with minimal deviation from the Malecot model. Finally, the duration t was estimated from sequence-based integrated maps in the LDB2000 database (http:͞͞cedar.genetics.soton.ac.uk͞ publichtml͞LDB2000.html).
Chromosome 19
The 795 individuals are controls for a migraine study of the insulin receptor (INSR) region (10) . Markers have been entered in the dbSNP database (http:͞͞www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov͞SNP͞), which creates nine-character accession numbers that are far too long for human communication. Fortunately, the higher-order dbSNP characters have redundancy in this study and are unambiguously reduced to 3 characters (A61, B41) by assigning A ϭ ss40492, B ϭ ss43188.
Primers for all SNPs were located at high stringency in the Celera map (16) but the same BLAST algorithm located only eight of them in Golden Path (http:͞͞genome.ucsc.edu). All these draft sequences have many gaps and errors in contig assembly, with ambiguous orders resolved by fallible radiation hybrid and genetic maps (16) (17) (18) . It has been reported that errors in order are as frequent in draft sequences as in those maps (19) , and therefore ''all assemblies of draft sequences should be treated with suspicion'' (20) . Pending a definitive sequence of chromosome 19, we examined both the Celera and local maps (Tables  3 and 4) . The former (model 1) has a much smaller value of V than the corresponding local model 5, as well as a smaller value of . These differences are maintained if the two SNPs with significant Hardy-Weinberg disequilibrium are omitted or K is evaluated under the alternative hypothesis that is given by the Malecot model when estimates are iteratively reweighted; limiting analysis to the eight markers in all three databases, the Golden Path map fits least well (data not shown).
To analyze alternative estimates of i we took the kb-based estimates of M with the predicted values of L s under H 0 . The interval between A99 and B41 in the Celera map is so large that i was indeterminate. Omitting B41, the fit measured by V is much better to the LD map (models 3 and 4) than to the physical map (model 2). The interval estimate gives a better fit than the flanking estimate. By using to measure goodness of fit, the Celera map is superior for the interval estimate but not for the flanking estimate. Adopting the Celera map, with a swept radius of 1͞ ϭ 17 kb, the value of peaks around A82 (Table 4 , Fig 1) . This peak is more clearly delineated by the interval LD, although the flanking estimate is similar. The map length is 33.39 LDU and 1,019 kb, their ratio corresponding to ϭ 0.0328. This is substantially less than the kb-derived values in Table 3 , which give ϭ 0.0583, but is still much greater than estimates for other regions. The kb͞cM ratio is 573 for chromosome 19 (21) and 441 for the 19p13.3 region. Taking the lesser estimates for and z, the corresponding estimate of time since the last bottleneck is t ϭ 100z, or at least 1,446 generations, which is larger than other regions have given (3). To reduce t to a typical value of 300 would require z no greater than 100, implying 10 cM͞Mb. Such a high recombination rate has not been observed over distances as great as 1 Mb. Therefore, the elevated value of suggests an unusually long time as well as a high recombination rate.
A striking feature of the data is that the estimate of from the LD map does not equal unity, as we verified that it does if the estimate of i is constant over all intervals or if i and d i vary independently in the sample, as they presumably would if the number of SNPs were very large. However, when the number of SNPs is small, the correlation between and d i is expected to vary symmetrically around 0, and therefore interpolation of small LD maps into a standard map should scale LDU to restore the relation ⌺ i d i ͞⌺d i ϭ . For example, the LD map in Table 4 should be multiplied by d͞⌺ i d i ϭ (0.0583) (1019)͞33.39, which changes the scale but not the shape of Fig. 1 . We omit this refinement pending a trustworthy sequence and a dense marker map.
Despite the complexity introduced by uncertain sequence, there is good agreement for between the Celera and local maps (models 1 and 5), which may properly be compared because they have the same distribution of K , reflected by the same predicted value L s . Such comparisons for H 1 and exclusion of the same SNPs also agree, although is reduced to 0.029 for Celera and 0.031 for Golden Path in maps of the 8 SNPs located in all draft sequences (data not shown). These SNPs are proximal in Fig. 1 , where is minimal.
Chromosome 3
The 400 individuals are unaffected parents for a psoriasis study in southwest Sweden (11) . There are four higher-order symbols in dbSNP: A ϭ ss3173, B ϭ ss2992, C ϭ ss4250, and D ϭ ss2, generating symbols like A382, B188, D665, etc. Primers for 6 SNPs could not be located in the Celera sequence, and 3 primers were not found in Golden Path. The estimate of M in Table 5 is consistently small, suggesting polyphyletic origin, perhaps caused by gene conversion. If so, the conversion probability is regionally specific, a phenomenon not previously encountered or easily explained. The Celera map (model 1) has the smallest value of V, whereas Golden Path (model 2) has the smallest and a larger number of SNPs, making comparison of V invalid. Estimates of exceed most other regions (1-3), but are much less than for 19p13.3. The swept radius is 205 kb.
Among LD maps for Golden Path the smallest V is given by the interval estimate. For the Golden Path and local sequences the LD map has a much smaller value of V than the physical map. Golden Path was chosen as a compromise between number of markers and reliability for Table 6 . The map in LDU has distortion for the flanking estimate as discussed above for chromosome 19. However, the interval estimate is not distorted and shows blocks of conserved LD more clearly (Fig. 2) . The transition between blocks extends over many kb in contrast with tight clustering in recombination hot spots (15) . Three possible explanations are discussed below.
Discussion
Errors in distance and order are present in genetic maps constructed before a draft of the genome sequence was available, but their effect has been blunted by the low density of microsatellites used for these scans. On the contrary, errors in the draft sequences are frequent (20) and consequential for LD mapping. We have examined alternative maps, but all LD mapping must be taken cautiously until sequences are verified. Recently, two releases of the Golden Path sequence moved the FRAXE region 75 Mb from its location in Xq28. That error has been corrected, but draft sequences continue to have many gaps and errors, and there is no international effort to integrate the sequence with an accurate LD map. Both a trustworthy sequence and an accurate LD map are indispensable for efficient positional cloning.
Controversy about LD mapping and its alternatives extends to differences among populations, reflected by the parameters and t, which are specific to the metric fitted by the Malecot model. We have shown that is more efficient than alternative metrics that continue to be used (3). Estimates of derived from an evolutionary model for have the least confounding with sample size and are most robust to allele frequencies. One alternative is kinship , a prediction of the squared correlation coefficient r 2 with an unbiased estimate of ( 1 2 Ϫ 1)͞(N Ϫ 1) for a sample of N haplotypes (22) . It is usually justified by an equilibrium between drift (measured by effective size N e , assumed constant) and recombination as duration t approaches infinity. Under these strong assumptions, the expected value of is 1͞(1 ϩ 4N e ), with information estimated for a noncentral 2 distribution. However, effective population size is not constant and duration is not infinite. A close approach to the general theory requires distance greater than the swept radius 1͞, where all metrics are indistinguishable from their asymptote L (23, 24) . Positional cloning by allelic association, especially for major genes with a short history (1, 25) , depends on the relation of LD to time within distances less than the swept radius (3). The relation with time is supported by archaeology and history and captured by the Malecot model, but lost when duration approaches infinity. Constancy of effective population size is not assumed by the Malecot model, but is required by asymptotic theory. There is an intermediate range of , perhaps between 0.02 and 0.10, where equilibrium is approached in a few centuries and therefore may be more closely related to N e than to t as ϳ (1 Ϫ L)͞(1 ϩ 2N e ) ϩ L, but the excess over L in this range is small. On present evidence it does not seem useful to pursue alternatives to the Malecot model for .
Choice of population influences and t: pedigrees, villages, provinces, and countries have different values, but the origins of samples used for studies of human diversity are rarely specified with precision. Populations with few founders and small values of t are expected and observed to have small values of (26, 27) , but the magnitude of this effect is uncertain. Slatkin (28) argued that a stable population should have smaller values of (i.e., more LD) than an expanding population, but his argument was based on simulations with different effective sizes. Population genetic theory shows that the effective size is the harmonic mean of values over t generations, which is unaffected by the order of those values and is therefore not systematically different for stable and expanding populations (3) . The data in Table 2 are ambiguous in the absence of sample definition and they do not justify enthusiasm about high LD in isolates. However, part of this material has been used to support the opposite conclusion (23) . These authors reexamined a small subset of the data (9), selected by the largest values of r 2 ϭ 2 ͞N in a Finnish sample (regardless of distance), among SNP pairs informative in the Sardinian sample, where many markers were not typed. Even in these unrepresentative data we were unable to confirm high values of LD at large distances in isolates relative to the Centre d'Etude du Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH) sample, which is a mixture from four populations (French, Utahan, Venezuelan, and Amish). Data on the Ashkenazi sample from which 17 pairs were chosen (23) will be awaited with interest. Their metric was the ratio of r 2 in two samples, which is far too skewed for a parametric test. On the evidence, a conspicuously high value of LD in isolates has not been demonstrated.
Recent months have seen advocacy of several approaches to allelic association of markers. One strategy is to pool DNA within normal and affected groups; this sacrifices Hardy-Weinberg quality control, allowance for population substructure, and information about LD in the candidate region. At the opposite extreme, pairwise LD is ignored and all emphasis is placed on haplotype frequencies, perhaps determined in somatic cell hybrids that are monosomic for the chromosome of interest (5) . Primers must be long enough to be specific for human markers, and it is unjustifiably assumed that information about haplotype frequencies is equal to information about positional cloning. This faith has given rise to the concept of ''haplotype mapping'' (29, 30) . Among sequences of the same length, the number of common haplotypes is minimal under low recombination and therefore high LD. A selective sweep has the same effect but is presumably infrequent. An LD map allows selection of markers at distances approaching their swept radius 1͞, and therefore at low density in regions of high LD. Although haplotypes are useful in the positional cloning endgame to identify causal SNPs within a significant candidate region, the proposal that researchers can restrict their studies to SNPs that differentiate the few common haplotypes is misguided for causal SNPs in rare haplotypes (24) and impractical in regions of low LD. For example, positional cloning in the 19q13.3 cold spot examined here requires SNPs at high density regardless of the small haplotypes with which they are associated. To distinguish causal from associated SNPs an even greater density is required. Fortunately, LD declines with distance even within a tagged haplotype (15) . Haplotypes are population-specific, and therefore a ''haplotype map'' must be racially biased (29) . On the contrary, a standard LD map contains no information that could conceivably stigmatize any population and thus is ethnically as blind as the linkage map, although effective use requires estimates of population-specific duration.
Pairwise LD can be represented in a triangular matrix (trimat) of ordered SNPs that confounds intensity of LD with distance (and (1, 6) . Older oligogenes must be less sensitive to inflexions in the LD map, which may mirror recombination more accurately than the few families on which the linkage map is currently based. LD maps will certainly increase the efficiency of positional cloning, for which the physical map is an unreliable measure of distance (31) . For the HLA region male meiosis shows tight clustering of recombinants in hot spots with an SD of 300 bp (15) . In contrast, LD maps show larger intervals between blocks of conserved LD (9, 15, 32) . There are at least three possible explanations. First, current LD maps are not at high resolution and therefore confound tight clustering with flanking sequences that have less recombination. Second, the recombinational hot spots are clustered and therefore pooled in low-resolution LD maps. Third, sequences predisposed to high recombination have not been identified in humans and may depend on position in an isochore or other chromosome structure that can be altered by insertions or deletions in flanking sequences; in that event, the location of a hot spot can vary during hominid evolution. These uncertainties will remain until there is a highresolution LD map of the genome with haplotype annotation.
Because we cannot foresee the impact of these developments, this article is limited to elaboration of methods and their application to two datasets. Interval estimates of i give the best fit. It seems that the 19p13.3 region is a cold spot for LD with a swept radius of 17 kb, whereas the 205-kb swept radius of the 3q21 region is more typical and demonstrates the alternation of hot and cold spots that is expected when markers are closer than the swept radius (Fig. 3) . Although an artifact of errors in the draft sequences cannot be excluded, all analyses of alternative sequences are consistent. The apparent association between high recombination and long duration remains to be explained. It could be spurious, because the distribution of these estimates along the map is as yet unknown. However, there is a connection between the two phenomena, because high recombination reduces and therefore makes loss of the rarest haplotype less likely.
Although the magnitude of any association between and t and consistency among ethnic groups are uncertain, a plausible but untested hypothesis is that different populations have LD maps in substantial agreement except for a scalar representing duration. Such uncertainties raise obvious problems for construction of a standard LD map that cannot be resolved without critical data. Ten years ago these problems could not have been imagined. Ten years from now, they will have been solved if they are appropriately pursued in reliable sequences. The intimate relation between an LD map and haplotyping annotation not only makes them complementary, but assures that they are provided by the same dataset.
